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. CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this investigation was to ex:perimentally determine 
if (and if so, how) a drag-reducing macromolecule might modify 1) the 
production of turbulent kinetic energy in a turbulent wall flow, and 
2) · the structure of the viscous sublayer. Specifically, dye was 
injected into the sublayer, of a two-dimensional turbulent channel flow 
in order to visualize the affect that a drag-reducing polymer might 
have on the spacing and bursting rate of the low speed streaks that 
are present in the viscous sublayer. An attempt was then made to 
relate the observed structural changes produced by the drag-reducing 
polymer to the friction-reduction phenomena. 
Friction~reduction (drag-reduction) refers to the decrease in wall 
shear (pressure drop in pipe flow) at a given flow rate when small 
amounts (e.g., less than 250 wppm) of certain long-chain molecules are 
added to a Newtonian solvent. The small amount of polymer does not 
significantly affect the density or viscosity of the solvent. Friction· 
reduction has been ex:tensively verified over the last ten years and 
certain characteristics now seem to be generally well confirmed. Two 
of the most interesting characteristics are that friction-reduction is 
a~ phenomenon and occurs only when the flow of the Newtonian 
solvent would be turbulent. Recent st1,1dies have also shown that the 
near wall region is vitally important to the production of turbulent 
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kinetic energy. These facts provided a strong motivation to study the 
physical influence of the polymers on the viscous sublayer in order to 
gain a more complete understanding of both the drag-reduction phenomena 
and the structure of turbulent wall flows. 
fhe Drag .. Reduction Phenomena 
Friction reduction was first reported in the open literature by 
Toms (50) in 1948 and a considerable number of papers have been pub-
lished since. Many of these have been devoted to the investigation 
of the integrated characteristics of the effect--for example, the 
dependence of the drag reduction on the Reynolds 11umber, concentration 
of the polymer solution, type of polymer, etc. More recently, interest 
has turned toward study of the turbulent structure in drag-reducing 
solutions. Hoyt (23) and Lumley (35) have written excellent reviews 
discussing the important results of most of the drag-reduction studies 
that have been conducted;. 
Several properties of drag-reducing solutions are becoming clear. 
The molecules must be long, flexible, simple and unbranching. A good 
solvent is one in which polymer-solvent interactions are favored over 
polymer-polymer interactions, so that the polymer is relatively 
extended. One of the most striking characteristics of drag-reducing 
solutions is their tendency to form long, coherent, tenuous filaments, 
This is apparently due to the fact that the intrinsic viscosity is 
vastly larger in axisymmetric strain than in simple shear. 
The skin friction coefficient and the Reynolds number do not seem 
to be the proper similarity variables for drag-reducing solutions; 
therefore, considerable effort has gone into finding a new similarity 
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parameter containing molecular properties that will char.;1cterize the 
flow. Basically, two different characteristics of macromolecules have 
been hypothesized as the proper scaling parameter--length and time. 
Virk (54) hypothesized, that the new similarity parameter should be the 
ratio of the polymer rms radius of gyration to the wall length scale 
\J /U'r. Fabula (8) has pointed out that this hypothesis implies 
that the macromolecule is interfering with turbulence scales consider-
ably larger than therms diameter of the randomly coiled polymer. 
If the polymer solution is modeled as a spring-mass-damper system, 
a characteristic relaxation time may be calculated for the solution 
(see Zimm (61)). Seyer and Metzner (49) and Hershey and Zakin (21) 
have both proposed a ratio of this molecular relaxation time to the 
wall layer characteristic time ('J/U'r 2 ). There have been difficulties 
correlating a wide range of experimental evidence with this parameter 
but the two characteristic times are of the same order of magnitude. 
The difficulty may lie in the fact that the molecular relaxation time 
is calculated from molecular properties that are often poorly controlled 
in experimental studies. This parameter is referred to as the Deborah 
number and is physically very appealing. 
Gadd (11) seems to b.e the first person to suggest that the drag-
reduction mechanism may be linked to a suppression of the bursting 
process in the viscous sublayer. Based on this idea, Walsh (56) per-
formed a detailed analysis of the strain absorbing ability of the 
molecule and compared this to the turbulent energy diffusion term. 
His result is essentially a concentration dependent Deborah number. 
It correlates some data very well, but predicts a concentration depen-
dent critical wall shear which is not found by other investigators. 
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Virk (53), among others, has noted that for a given polymer 
series-sQlvent combination there is a critical wall shear value below 
which drag reduction does not occur. Substances with the highest 
molecular weights have the lowest threshold values. It should be 
noted that the requirements of flow visualization (low wall shear) 
and drag reduction (high wall shear) are in conflict. In fact, the 
hig~st molecular weight polyethylene oxide (the best water soluble 
drag reducing agent) has a critical wall shear value just below the 
upper limits on wall shear for good flow visualization. 
Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of drag reduction is 
the fact that it is a wall phenomenon. Fabula (8), measuring the 
energy spectra in grid generated turbulence, found no difference be-
tween a drag-reducing solution and the corresponding Newtonian solvent. 
Similarly, Goldstein (14) using a laser anemometer found no change in 
the turbulent intensity at the centerline of a pipe in a drag reducing 
solution from a non-drag reducing solution. Velo~ity profiles 
:measured by Virk (54) (hot wire anemometer) and Rudd (47) (laser 
anemometer) in pipe flows show that the sublayer is thickened and the 
logarithmic region is merely displaced upward. Specifically, Rudd 
observed that the linear regions of both the mean velocity and therms 
fluctuation velocity were extended further from the wall than in a 
similar Newtonian flow. The experiments by Wells and Spangler (58) 
conclusively demonstrated that the polymers have no effect in pipe 
flow unless they are present in the wall region. They injected a 
polymer solution at the centerline of a pipe and also through a wall 
slot. Drag reduction did not begin until the polymer solution in-. 
jected at the centerline diffused into the wall region; however, the 
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wall slot injected polymer solution gave drag reduction immediately. 
This fact has since led many experimenters to use only wall slot poly-
mer injections in their studies and has important application in ship· 
drag-reduction studies. 
A central question is now raised that has not been answered. 
Physically, what are the drag-reducing macromolecules doing to the 
structure of the viscous sublayer of a turbulent wall flow? 
Turbulent Wall Structure 
In the last decade, considerable effort has been expended in 
studies of the physics of turbulent flows and gradually a physical 
picture is becoming clear (Mollo-Christensen (41)). Turbulent wall 
layers are of particular interest because all aspects of turbulent 
kinetic energy production, dissipation, and convection are present. 
This should be contrasted with free field turbulence, which having 
once been generated, will slowly decay to smaller and smaller sizes 
through an energy cascade until it is destroyed by viscous dissipation. 
In turbulent wall layers, however, the production of turbulence 
balances with the dissipation so that the turbulence never dies out. 
Consequently, an understanding of the production mechanism is a 
necessary step in the understanding of turbulent wall flows. Since 
Laufer (32) and Klebanoff (26) have shown that virtually all of the 
production (and dissipation) of turbulence takes place in the region 
+ very close to the wall, Y < 30, the near wall region deserves special 
attention. 
A series of experiments have been performed in the last decade 
at Stanford University (reported by Kline, et al. (28) in which the 
physical structure of the near wall region of bound turbulent shear 
flows has been studied. Their visual studies of the viscous sublayer 
have revealed a longitudinal, streaky pattern aligned in the flow 
direction. '!his pattern may be made visible by injecting a tracer 
in to the wall laye.r. The streaks appear because the tracer collects 
in low mean speed regions and is washed away in faster regions. All 
of these characteristics are readily seen when hydrogen bubble time 
lines are used to visualize the wall region. R11 cross correlations 
have also been formed from instantaneous measurements of the spanwise 
velocity profile, and these correlations show peaks at spacings com-
6 
parable to the spacings observed visually. This streaky structure has 
a non-dimensional spacing 0. +) that is a fundamental characteJ;'istic 
of theviscous sublayer. 
In general, as the streaks move downstream very near the wall, 
they lift, begin to oscillate, and then chaotically move out away 
from the wall •• Kim (25) has performed a detailed study of this 
bursting process and has identified some of the following charac-
teristics. 
The velocity fluctuations during the bursting period are well-
organized compared with the random background of turbulence. During 
bursting, the Reynolds stress is much greater than that of the back-
ground turbulence. Measurement of the production during bursting and 
non-bursting periods shows that approximately 70% of all of the pro-
+ duction occurs during the bursting period for Y < 100. 
At about the same time, Corino and Brodkey (5), performing 
similar visual studies in a pipe, noted that in addition to the 
bursting.process reported by Kline, et al., the lifting and bursting 
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of the low speed fluid alternated with a rapid downwash.of high momen-
tum fluid filling the void.left by the burst. A very recent study by 
Wallace, et al. (55) ha~ shown that both the inward sweeps and outward 
bursts contribute approximately 70% each to the total production that 
occurs when the Reynolds stresses are ~egative. Their study also 
indicates that the wall layer spends essentially all of its time pro-
ducing turbulent energy. The large amount of dissipation in the wall 
layer occurs in the locally intense shear produced in the bursting, 
downwash process. 
Measuring turbulent burst rates and streak spacings is difficult 
except at very low wall shear velocities. Recently, Rao, et al. (43) 
have attempted to measure bursting rates in air at much higher wall 
shear veloctties by observing a band-passed hot wire anemometer signal 
' 
and measuring the time between periods of large amplitude velocity 
fluctuations. There are many difficulties associated with the condi-
tional sampling of anemometer signals and the significance of their 
results is not yet clear. They claim to have found, however, that the 
bursting rates scale on "outer" variables rather than on the "inner" 
wall parameters suggested by Kline's research. Although these results 
are not conclusive, it raises the question once again as to whether the 
production of turbulence is generated at the wall or in the outer 
regions of the turbulent boundary laye.r. This controversy has been 
continuing for many years and some feel that it is the central question 
in turbulence research today. 
This controversy can be avoided, however, by assuming that the 
basic nature of the turbulent boundary layer energy chai~ is similar 
to a negative feedback loop. Within the total cycle, low momentum 
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fluid becomes unstable and bursts away from the wall giving rise to 
large scale turbulence in the outer layer. Continuity considerations 
demand a return flow which sweeps back into the wall region triggering 
instabilities and more "bursts". In a cyclic process such as this, 
there is no beginning or end. However, if one could suppress any 
element of the chain, one could drastically alter the turbulent energy 
balance. 
Several very interesting studies have shown that suppression of 
the turbulent bursting rate by acceleration (Kline and Schraub (30) 
and Moretti and Kays (42)) and coriolis forces (Halleen and Johnston 
(19) and Lezius and Johnston (34)) is accompanied by the flow assuming 
laminar-like properties. In particular, Halleen's data show that the 
wall shear stress is reduced simultaneously with the reduction of the 
bursting rates at a given Reynolds number. 
Scope of the Present Study 
The large body of evidence indicating that drag reduction is a 
turbulent wall phenomenon coupled with the data of Halleen (decreasing 
wall shear with decreasing bursting) and Kim (production of turbulent 
energy as~ociated with the bursting process) led to this investigation. 
The concept was to construct a flow facility that would allow visuali-
zation of the viscous sublayer under the influence of a drag reducing 
macromolecule. Specifically, the channel was designed to allow the 
visualization of the characteristic iow speed streak spacing and 
bursting rates by means of a wall slot dye injection technique. This 
technique is practically limited to wall shear velocities of less than 
0.04 ft/sec in water. This is a significant limitation because the 
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best water soluble drag-reducing polymer (the highest molecular weight 
polyethylene oxide) has a critical wall shear value of approximately 
0.01 ft/sec when it is handled with care to avoid degradation. Conse-
quently, our flow visualization studies have been limited to relatively 
small amounts of drag reduction (i.e., 26 per cent). 
It was crucial to determine the amount of drag reduction that was 
taking place in the channel when the motion picture data was being 
taken. Since the pressure drop in the channel was too small to measure 
accurately, the reduced wall shear in the channel was determined from 
pressure drop measurements in adjacent pipes and a correlation of 
friction reduction that is independent of hydraµlic diameter. This 
correlation was established by measuring the amount of friction reduc-
tion which occur~ed when the same solution flowed through a 0.425-inch 
diameter pipe, a 0.835-inch diameter pipe, and the 2.93-inch hydraulic 
diameter channel. The amount of friction reduction in the pipes was 
determined by pressure-drpp measurements while the friction reduction 
in the channel was determined from measurements of wall shear. Since 
the dilute polymer solution has essentially a Newtonian viscosity in 
simple shear, the channel wall shear was determined by measuring the 
velocity gradient at the wall with a laser velocimeter. The correla-
tion established here is in agreement with previous investigations 
which have shown that the percentage of friction,reduction is a unique 
function of the wall shear for a given solution. 
The section on Friction-Reduction Measurements gives the details 
of the per cent drag reduction correlation used to determine the 
reduced wall shear values in the channel. Table II gives an overview 
of all of the visual and laser velocimeter data that was obtained in 
this study, The major results in the form of wall shear velocities, 
bursting rates and streak spacings may be found in Table III and 
Figures 28, 29, 30 and 31. The major conclusions which are largely 




This chapter presents the details of the channel flow facility, 
flow visualization.and data reduction techniques. The individual 
realization laser velocimeter system is also described and compared 
to other laser systems • 
. Water Channel and Circulation System 
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the water channel and its circulation 
system. The channel, the upstream settling chamber, and the down-
stream constant head chamber are made of \-inch plexiglas; the rest of 
the flow loop is constructed of stainless steel. The upstream storage 
container is a 600 gallon: pressurized tank. By controlling the pres-
sure and flow rate of compressed air entering the tank, a constant 
flc;:,w of water through the channel is maintained. The flow loop is 
operated from a central control point by the use of remotely controlled 
pneumatically actuated ball valves •. Water enters the settling chamber 
from the pressurized tank through a 3\-inch diameter stainless steel 
pipe and then flows through a perforated plexiglas baffle plate used 
to disrupt the entering jet. Next, the flow must pass through a 
\ inch x % inch plastic honeycomb and a 64 mesh stainless steel screen 
before entering the remainder of the settling chamber (24 inches long, 
18 inches wide, and 18 inches high). 
, , 
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The entrance to the channel from the settling chamber is a two-
dimensional bell mouth with a 3 inch radius. The side walls of the 
channel were made from a continuous piece of plexiglas 100 inches 
long (L) and 17. 7 5 inches high (H). . With a width of 1. 59 inches (W) , 
the channel has an aspect ratio (H/W) of 11 and a length-to-width ratio 
(L/W) of 63. · The flow exits from the channel into an overflow, con-
stant head tank (12 inches long by 12 inches wide). The water flow 
rate is measured by noting the water height above a weir located on 
the constant head overflow tank. A 600 gallon open-topped tank 
catches and stores this overflow during the course of the runs. At 
the end of a run, the upstream tank is depressurized and the water in 
the downstream tank is allowed to gravity drain back into the upstream 
tank at which time the loop may be recycled. 
\ 
. Dye slots are located 44 and 51 channel widths down.stream from 
the channel entrap.ce. The dye is inj.ected by gravitational feed into 
the wall layer through 0.005 inch slots. Velocity profiles were·taken 
just downstream of the first dye slot. This system was designed to use 
no pumps in order to minimize polymer degradation and flow disturbances. 
The make .. up water is filtered tap water and therentire flow loop is 
thoroughly flushed after each polymer solution is discarded. Operating 
times vary from approximately 20 minutes at a Reynolds number of 6000 
to approximately 7 minutes at a Reynolds number of 18,000. 
Flow Visualization 
Flow Visualization Techniques 
The flow visualization techniques in this study are similar to 
the ones described by Kline and Schraub (30) and Kline, Runstadler, 
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and Reynolds (29,). · A dilute (8%) solution of blue food coloring 
carefully introduced into the boundary throu~h a thin nonperturbing 
slot in the wall has been shown to be a good method of vis.ualizing 
the structure of the viscous sublayer. The slots, which are approxi-
mately 7 inches long, were machined normal to the wall surface and in 
the spanwise direction. A needle valve and adjustable head gravity 
feed system combine to produce a uniform rate of dye injection. The 
upstream dye slot was used for measuring low-speed-streak bursting 
rates. It was masked to a 0.67-inch span so that only a few low speed 
streaks wuemarked and thus these few st:t;'eaks do not obscure each 
other in the bursting process. The downstream dye slot was left 
unmasked and was used for measuring streak spacing. 
Figure 5 is a cross section of the channel showing the split 
image optical arrangement used inphotog,:-aphing the low speed streak 
bursting. The lighting, which is provided by a bank of fluorescent 
lights (160 watts), is diffused by a translucent plate before it shines 
upon the test section area. Additional lighting is provided by a 500 
0 watt tungsten filament overhead projector aimed at a 45 mirror 
directing the light up from the bottom to the top of the channel. 
With this arrangement of lighting and mirrors, the camera sees a 
spHt image with the top view lookingdown through the channel to 
observe the streaks lifting away from the wall and with ·the bottom 
view lookiµ,g directly through the channel to see the 0.67 inch dye 
slot. Streak spacing is photographed using only the fluorescent back 
lighting and is viewed directly through the channel. 
The camera used to. record the visual data was a Bolex Hl6' Reflex 
with .a 75mm fl.9 lens. Depending upon the flow rate, the framing rate 
was 16,. 32,. or 64 frames per second. A high speed Ektachrome film 
(Kodak 7242) with·an ASA rating of 125 was used. All films were 
spatially calibrated with .. a grid which has 10 di vis.ions to the inch, 
. ·Burst:l.1:ig rate films were separately timed to, :I: 0 .. 01 minutes with an 
. e 1 ec tric timer. 
Burst Counting and: Streak Spacing 
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All films were analyzed in slow motion with a 16mm Bell & Howell 
Time & Motion, Study projector. Streak spacing was measured by:t1tandomly 
stopping the film and counting the number of streaks visible in a 4 c 
inch span. The streaks were counted along a line which is parallel 
to the dye slot and from.lo\ to 3 inches downstream of the dye slot. 
The counting location is dependent upon the distance it takes for the 
dye to collect into identifiable streaks and yet close enough to the 
'marking origin that bursting has not begun. A consistent location was 
established for each flow condition •. Having counted the number of 
streaks in a 4 inch span from randomly sampled frames,. an average 
streak spacing was calculated for each flow condition. These counting 
procedures give the same·nondimensional streak spacings as found by 
others and are believed to be consistent with the counting philosophy 
used by previous investigatox-s. 
The field of view over which the low speed streak bu:rsts are 
counted is approximately 8 inches long ·by .0 .• 67,~i,it\ehes::w:l:de;.,. The 
number of observed bursts were counted by/}4 ind.ependent and unbiased 
observers for each flow condition •. Counts were made with the film 
running both forward and backw,rd •. B~sed on all of this data,. average 
bursting rates·were computed for each flow condition. Bursting rates 
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in the water without polymer were found to be in agreement with the 
....,, 
.' favorable pressure g1;adient data of Schraub (30). 
Laser Velocim,etry. 
Initially, the laser anemometer was to be used in measuring both 
mean velocity and axial intensity profiles in both water and dilute 
polymer solutions. Due to equipment limitations the study was limited 
to an initial survey of the mean velocity and turbulent intensity 
profiles in water and only one mean velocity and turbulent intensity 
point in the dilute polymer solution, This point was used to obtain a 
measure of the wall shear in the polymer solution and to confirm that 
the per cent friction reduction is a unique function of the wall shear 
velocity, 
Practical difficulties involved in operating the more conventional 
continuous Doppler signal laser anemometer systems in highly fluctuating 
turbulent flow fields led to the development of a new laser anemometer 
measuring individual realizations (LAMIR). This system differs from 
other laser anemometer,systems in that it accurately measures the 
Doppler frequency from individual particles passing through the 
scattering volume. The system was found to essentially eliminate two 
of the limitations of continuous signal laser anemometers (Le., the 
Doppler ambiguity and signal "drop outll). This development is an 
important result even though it is not necessarily crucial to the 
major objective of this investigation. 
However, it is dtfficult to measure the velocity in dilute polymer 
solutions. In particular, Friehe (10) has recently completed an ex-
tensive study to detepnine the applicability of hot wire and impact 
pressure probes in dilute polymer solutions and has found that the 
most common velocity measuring techniques are ambiguous. 
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Uot wire anemometers are based on the fact that the heat transfer 
from a wire is proportional to the squa:re root of the Reynolds number 
based upon the diameter of the wire. Friehe found that this relation 
no longer holds.in solutions of viscoelastic polymers. In fact, he 
found regions of the Reynolds number range (e,g., at velocities under 
4 feet/second) where the heat transfer coefficient was independent of 
the Reynolds number. 
Impact pressure probes were found to be in error as the ratio of 
probe diameter to velocity was decreased (i.e., the characteristic 
"time" of the probe was decreased). This problem may be attributed to 
the "elastic" nature of the solution at high shear rates. The normal 
calculation of velocity based on the difference between the total and 
static pressures is questionable. Consequently, both of these measure-
ment techniques are undesirable for measuring turbulent velocities 
close to a wall, even though many of the previous studies of dilute 
polymer solutions have used either impact tube or hot wire velocity 
measuring techniques. Laser velocimeters are able to accurately 
measure fluid velocities at a point in the flow field without altering 
the flow field or being affected by the type of fluid (as long as the 
fluid is not opaque). 
Laser Velocimeter Techniques 
~asically two electro-optical systems are presently being 
employed in laser velocimetry--reference-scatter and scatter-scatter. 
The former, first introduc~d by Yeh and Cummins (60) and used most 
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notably by Goldstein and Kried (16), can be used in a relatively 
straight-forward manner to measure velocities in laminar flows under 
carefully controlled laboratory conditions. Recently, however, 
attention has been directed toward measuring velocities in turbulent 
flow situations. Here the laser velocimeter offers the advantage of 
small probe volume, linear response characteristics, one-dimensionality, 
no adjustable calibration constants and no flow perturbation. The most 
notable attempts at measuring turbulence quantities have been those of 
Goldstein and Hagen (15) and Lumley, et al. (36). Both teams used a 
reference-scatter optical system similar to the one introduced earlier 
by Goldstein .and Kried (16). 
The common feature of essentially all of the electro-optical 
systems presently being used to measure turbulent velocities is that 
the Doppler signal is basically continuous. A relatively continuous 
signal is achieved by adding a large number of small scattering centers 
to the fluid. The objective is to have a large enough number of 
scattering centers in the probe volume to always yield an operational 
signal to noise ratio. Brief descriptions of continu~us wave reference-
scatter and scatter-scatter systems are presented here in order that 
the advantages of an individual realization scatter-scatter laser 
anemometer system may be pointed out. 
· Refel'ence-Scatter. A reference-scatter system works as follows: 
A reference beam (approximately 1% of the laser light) and a scattering 
beam (approximately 99% of the light) are focused to a common point in 
the flow field.· When a small particle (scattering center) passes 
through this common focal point (scattering volume) light is scattered 
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by the particle. Some of the light that is scattered is.along the 
same direction as the unscatt~red reference beam but is of a slightly 
Doppler-shifted frequency •. When these radiations strike the face of a 
photodetector and their intensities are approximately equal, the fre-
·quency difference between the scattered.and unscattered radiation is 
obtained. For this optical arrangement,. only one component of velocity 
is obtained and that component is the velocity of a particle in the 
plane of the two beams and normal to the bisector of the angle between 
the two beams. The difference frequency is (16) (37) <46) 
, "D = (2n sin 9/).. )U 
O p 
where "D = .\J scattered - "unscattered 
U = velocity of particle 
p 
').. 0 
.. = wavelength of light (6328A) 
n = index of refraction of fluid 
e = beam intersection half angle 
In practice, more than one frequency is typically observed with 
this system. The signal received by the pho.todetector is the sum of 
the signals produced by all of the scatter centers in the scattering 
volume (and many are needed) at each instant; each has the same fre-
quency, but a phase dependent on its origin in the volume as well as 
an intensity dependent on the particle size and place in the scattering 
volume. As the scatterers leave the scattering volume and new ones 
enter, the signal loses coherence. Lumley (36) and Greated (18) have 
pointed out that this random phase fluctuation (sometimes called the 
Doppler ambiguity) presents a fundamental high frequency limitation 
for all continuous wave laser anemometer systems. 
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Other factors that may contribute to a loss of coherence are 
velocity gradients in the scattering volume, finite receiver aperture, 
turbulent velocity fluctuations and electron:i,c noise. These influenc;es 
. all tend to decrease the signal-to-noise ratio and broaden the .range 
of frequencies observed at the phe't'iemll:lri.t,11-er.· tube in a continuous 
wave system. 
Goethert (13) has pointed out a potentially more serious limitation 
to continuous wave systems, however •. His analysis indicates that signal 
"drop out" (the momentary loss. of frequency information) can be caused 
by longitudinal velocity gradients and may be intrinsic to all con-
tinuous wave systems. Signal "drop out" presents a major problem in 
the interpretation of turbulence inte~sity and energy spectra, In 
fact, considerable signal "drop out" difficulty has been experienced 
by researchers who have tried to utilize continuous wave laser anemom-
eters to study regions of high turbulence intenaity. This problem 
may possibly be overcome if high seed densities and/or expensive 
conditional sampling electronics are utilized. 
Besides longitudinal velocity gradients, signal "drop out" may 
be caused in continuous wave systems by insufficient scattering centers 
in the probe volume or the presence of particles whose size gives 
inefficient hetrodyning. The amount of Ught that a particle may 
scatter depends greatly upon its diameter. In a reference-scatter 
system, efficient hetrodyning occurs only when the scattered light is 
. of the same magnitude as the unscattered reference light. Particles 
that are too large or too small will only add noise to the system. 
This fact may present a more severe cleanliness requirement on the 
fluid than now exists for hot wire anemometers. 
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In order to avoid the problems involved in tracking the low SNR, 
frequency broadened, instantaneous frequency as it fluctuates in a 
turbulent flow, Goldstein and Hagen analyze the frequency spectrum of 
the photoµetector output. The peak of the spectrum is taken as the 
mean velocity. To measure the turbulent intensity, the frequency 
spread (due to broadening) about the mean frequency for laminar flow 
is subtracted from the frequency spread about the mean frequency in 
turbulent flow (see Fig. 6) and the increasedsp!!'ead is attributed to 
the turbulent intensity. 
At the pipe centerline, the turbulence is appro~imately Gaussian 
and the turbulent intensity is small (approximately 4% of the local 
mean), thus this method works reasonably w~ll. As the wall is ap-
proached, however, the turbulent intensity may become as high as 40% 
of the local mean and is no longer closely approximated by a Gaussian 
distribution. Frequency broadening under these conditions seriously 
limits the accuracy of mean velocity and turbulence intensity measure-
ments. 
Scatter-Scatter Systems. An alternative optical system to the 
one suggested by Goldstein is proposed by Rudd (46). The scattering 
physics of this system can be explained in terms of an interference 
fringe pattern (see Fig. 7). Mixing two equal intensity spatially 
and temporarily coherent light beams produces a set of interference 
fringes at the focal point (i.e., beam intersection point or scattering 
volume). (These fringes may actually be visualized by projecting the 
image of the scattering volume with a concave lens that is focused on 
the beam intersection point.) When a scattering center crosses this 
set of fringes in the scattering volume, it produces a frequency 
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corresponding to the rate at which the fringes are crossed. From this 
standpoint, the particle is either in or out of a fringe, independent 
of the viewing angle. The reference-scatter signal is always limited 
by the amount of scattered light that it may receive. With the scatter-
scatter system, however, one looks at only scattered light from as 
large a solid angle as possible. This viewpoint leads to an improved 
electro-optical system that greatly increases the signal-to-noise ratio 
and essentially eliminates frequency broadening due to finite receiver 
aperture (37) and signal drop outs caused by particle size variations. 
This optical system was selected because of its high signal-to-noise 
ratio and is shown schematically in Figure 8. Even though this system 
gives a much better signal-to-noise ratio, it still suffers the limita-
tions of Doppler ambiguity, signal drop out from insufficient seed,. and 
signal drop out from longitudinal velocity gradients when operated with 
a continuous signal. For these reasons, a new scatter-scatter 
technique was developed. 
Due to the increased signal-to-noise ratio, the addition of 
scattering centers was found to be unnecessary. Residual impurities 
in typical working fluids are enough to yield very high SNR signals. 
Specifically, the Doppler signal of individual particles passing 
through the scattering volume can be observed. Each.separate particle 
that passes through the probe volume provides an instantaneous, ran-
domly sampled realization of the velocity at that point in space. 
Repeated sampling builds up the probability density function of the 
velocities at a given location in the turbulent flow field. This 
function can then give unambiguously and to a given probable accuracy 
the mean velocity, rms fluctuation: level and energy density function. 
The practical advantages of the individual realization scatter-
scatter system used in this study over the continuous wave systems 
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used by other investigators may be summaries as follows: 1) The 
signal-to-noise ratio is greatly increased due to the large amount of 
scattered light that may be collected and also due to the fact that no 
direct laser light (which contributes a large ,amount of noise) is 
received by the photomultiplier tube; 2) The signal received is a single 
frequency and is not broadened by multiple scatter centers in the 
scattering volume or by the finite viewing angle; 3) Residual impuri-
ties in the flow are sufficient as scattering centers and neither 
seeding nor a high level of cleanliness is required; 4) By accurately 
and unambiguously measuring individual particle velocities, there are 
none of the averaging amb,iguities that are associated with all of the 
other connnon turbulence measuring techniques; 5) This system is not 
affected by signal drop out and random pahse fluctuation:ambiguities 
associated with continuous wave laser anemometers. 
Laser Data Reco~ding and Processing Equipment 
With the scatter-scatter individual realization laser velocimeter 
system, one can observe individual particles passing through the 
crossed laser beams. The photodetector receive~ three different types 
of signals depending on whether the particle 1) passes through only 
one of the laser beams, but totally outside of the beam intersection 
volume, 2) passes partially through the beam intersection volume, or 
3) passes through the center of the beam intersection volume. These 
signals will appear at the output of the photodetector as 1) a de 
e:x:cursion without any "Doppler" frequency superimposed, 2) a "Doppler" 
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frequency burst with only a few Doppler cycles and/or a skewed intensity 
envelope, or 3) a "Doppler" frequency burst with a Gaussian intensity 
envelope and approximately 40 cycles (see Figure 9). The latter signal 
contains a sufficient number of cycles to provide an accurate measure-
ment of the "Doppler" frequency. The "Doppler" frequency is obtained 
by measuring the time required for a given number of "Doppler" cycles. 
In order to do this, the signals seen by the photodetector must be 
selected and conditioned so that the "Doppler" frequency is the only 
frequency left to be measured. Essentially this means the signals 
must be filtered to remove the de excursions and the bursts with an 
insufficient number of "Doppler" cycles must be rejected. 
The data processing system for measuring the "Doppler" frequency 
is shown in Figure 10. Since the photomultiplier is a current source, 
the PMT output voltage must be observed across a load resistor. Nor-
mally, one would use a large R1 to get a large output voltage •. Care 
must be taken in selecting an R1 , however, because the load resistor 
acts in conjunction with the photomultiplier tube and the co-axial 
cable capacitance to form a ].ow pass filte.r. For most of this work, 
a load resistor of 61.9 k ohms was used. The voltage across R1 is 
then fed to a Hewlett-Packard Model 450A instrumentation amplifier 
to provide an additional 40 db of gain and impedance isolation. The 
amplified signal is then sent through a first-order high-pass filter 
to remove the de bias of the burst (pedestal voltage) so that the 
signal may be recorded. The break point on this filter is set as low 
as possible so that no signal information is lost; however, the·voltage 
excursions must not saturate the recorder. In turbulent flows, espec-
ially near a wall where therms fluctuation level may be 40% of the 
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local mean velocity, the high pass filter break point f 11 is set ap-
proximately one order of magnitude below the estimated average velocity 
frequency. 
The high pass filtered signal is then recorded on a Sanborn/Ampex 
Model 2000 recorder. A recording speed of 60 ips is required to record 
the relatively high "Doppler" frequencies (up to 150 khz). The tape is 
played back at 7\ ips in order to allow the use of audio frequency 
electronics. The signal must now be filtered again since the initial· 
filtering was minimal. Selection of the proper band-pass filter cut 
off frequencies is critical to the proper evaluation of the data. A 
Krohn-Hite Model 330M audio frequency active (fourth order) band-pass 
filter is used. The low pass break point (f2H) is conveniently set at 
some arbitrary frequency well above the expected average frequency. 
This is done in order to help reduce any high frequency electronic 
noise and/or tape recorder induced noise (e.g., residual 240 khz re-
cording oscillator frequency). The high pass break point (f21) is 
used to eliminate all of the~pedestal voltage of the frequency bursts 
and the false signals of particles passing through the laser beams but 
outside of the scattering volume. Initially, f 21 is set at the same 
value of f 11 and then adjusted upward until the signal is "clean" 
enough for additional data processing. In any case, f 21 should not 
be so high that it would significantly affect the statistical deter-
mination of the velocity fluctuations. A rule of thumb has been to 
keep f 21 below the estimated standard deviation from the estimated 
mean. If f 21 is found to have been set too high, the data should be 
reduced again using the new estimates of the mean (µ.) and the standard 
deviation .(o-) to establish a new f 21• For measuring higher moments 
than the mean, f 2L must be set even lower and extensive precautions 
must be taken in the data reduction scheme. 
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The frequency burst now appears as shown in Figure 11. In order 
to accurately measure this Doppler frequency, the signal is sent 
through a'General Radio Type 1396-A tone burst generator where typically 
eight cycles of the frequency burst are selected. The period for these 
eight cycles to pass is represented as a positive gate voltage. In 
some instances the gate remains open for long periods due to an in-
sufficient number of high SNR cycles in the frequency burst. These 
readings are rejected by continuous oscilloscope monitoring of the 
gated frequency bursts. The gate time data is only recorded when 
visual . monitoring of the signal confirms that the gated signal con-
tained eight cycles from within a given frequency burst. The time 
duration of this positive gate voltage is measured in microseconds 
by a Beckman/Berkeley Universal Counter, Model 7360. This data 
appears as a four-digit number and is recorded on computer cards. 
The computer is then used to calculate the·value of the randomly se-
lected, instantaneous velocity realizations by knowing the time re-
quired for a given number of cyeles to pass. 
This system presents a single frequency to be measured and has 
none of the frequency broadening effects of the previous continuous 
wave systems. Actually, when measured, it is the average frequency 
over the time the particle is in the scattering volume. Thus, fluc-
tuations of the particle while it is in the probe volume will be 
averaged out. This becomes an important consideration only when the 
probe volume is large relative to the size of the turbulence micro-
scale. For this work the microscale is estimated to be approximately 
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0.1 inches from the data of Uzkan. The probe volume size is calculated 
in Appendix A to be approximately 0.004 inches in diameter by 0.02 
inches long. Hence the major source of uncertainty is reduced to 
whether or not the scattering particle accurately follows the fluid 
velocity. The inaccuracies imposed by the ability of a particle to 
follow all of the turbulent fluctuations is discussed in Appendix B. 
Sample Size Estimates 
How many individual realizations are needed to give an accurate 
estimate of the mean velocity? To answer this question, one can use 
a unique property of the measurement system (i.e., the noncontinuous 
manner in which the data is obtained). Measurements of velocity are 
obtained only when a particle passes through the scattering volume. 
These velocity realizations pGcur at approximately one second intervals 
under these particula,; experimental conditions. They occur randomly 
in time. Here we have a good random sampling of velocities at a point 
in space and can use well established statistical techniques to esti~ 
mate the amount of sampling required to provide a given accuracy. 
Even though turbulent fluctuations are not Gaussian, one can still 
estimate the sample size necessary to produce an estimate of the mean 
with a given accuracy by assuming that the fluctuations are normally 
distributed. For example, assume 
I 
(!j ,v u 
Then a 95% confidence interval on the mean is given by 
I ,r, - I ,r, 
U - 1.96 u kNS µSU+ 1.96 u kN 
whereµ is the true mean velocity and U is the measured estimate of 
the mean velocity. Rearranging: 
Simplifying 
1 (µ. - u) ;u\ s 1. 96 (~') 1/N 
u 
N rv 4 (u' /U)2 /(t:.u/u)2 
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where N equals the number of statistically independent samples from a 
normal distribution. Table I shows some estimates of the sample size 
required to obtain accuracies of 10, 5, and 2 per cent at various 
locations in a turbulent pipe flow. Similar calculations may be 
performed for any statistical moment desired. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF REALIZATIONS NEEDED 
FOR DESIRED ACCURACY 




Intensity (u' /U) 
Center Line 0.03 1 
log region 0.15 9 y+ = 30 - 100 
Sublayer 
y+ = 10 0.30 36 








This chapter presents the experimental data obtained from both 
water and dilute-polymer solution flows in the channel. Briefly, 
the experiments can be classified in the following way. Mean velocity 
profiles were measured with the I.AMIR in orde1. to' demonstrate that 
the water channel yielded standard two-dimensional fully developed 
turbulent channel flow. Use of the I.AMIR in drag-reducing dilute 
polymer solutions was limited to determination of the wall shear at 
one Reynolds number. This measurement of friction reduction in the 
channel was combined with pressure drop measurements in 0.835 inch 
and 0.425 inch diameter pipes to establish a correlation for friction 
reduction which is independent of hydraulic diameter. This correlation 
was then used along with simultaneous pressure drop measurements in 
the 0.835 inch pipe to infer the amount of friction reduction occurring 
during the flow visualization studies. 
Flow visualization studies were made in water at three Reynolds 
numbers and in dilute-polymer solutions at flow rates equal to the 
water tests. Table II is a summary of the test conditions and the 
data acquired during the study. It should be noted that bursting rate 
measurements were conducted with a bell-mouth entrance for which the 
water flow was a standard 2-D channel flow and with a square-edged 




TEST CONDITIONS COVERED IN THIS STUDY 
Mass LAMIRd Visual Averaged Polymer 
Velocity Velocity Wall Burst Streak Concentration 
Description (ft/sec) Profile Slope Rate Spacing c (wppm) 
F) 
-D, bell~outh 0.23 
48 5 7 7 
o.43 5 7 7 0 ntrance, water 
0.69 4 5 7 7 
-D, bellmouth 0.23 8 8 
ntrange, polymer 0.43 8 8 
un 411 Q.69 6 8 8 139 
-D bellmouth 0.23 9 
ntrance, polymer 0.43 9 139 
un 1nh 0.69 6 9 
entrance; 0.43 1 quare 
0.69 3 1 0 aterc 
0.87 1 
q'\lare entrance, 0.43 2 
olymefic' 0.69 2 100 
un 4t2 0.87 2 
Kinematic 
Vbcosity 
'.J x Hf 
Type 
xperiment T~perature of 
·Number Date Ta:±: 0.5 °c · (ft'/sec) Data 
1 11/18/70 18.5 11.8 Visual 
2 11/18/70 18.5 15.2 Visual 
3 06/10/71 24.0 10.4 LAMIR 
4 06/29/71 27.5 9.2 LAMIR 
5 07 /23/71 27 .o 9.3 LAM IR 
6 09/24/71 22.0 14.6 LAM IR 
7 10/01/71 25.5 9.6 Visual 
8 10/01/71 25.5 13.5 Visual 
9 10/01/71 25.5 13.5 Visual 
= Numbers represent the experiment number. 
= 1, 2, ••• indicates first, second, ••• run through the channel after 
a fresh polymer mixture wa$ prepared. 
= LAMIR data indicated a skewed velocity profile. 
= LAMIR velocity profile data is presented in Table V. 
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Qualifying Data 
Mean velocity profiles were measured with the laser velocimeter 
at the high and low Reynolds numbers of this study (18,000 and 6,000 
respectively). The Reynolds number is based upon the channel hydraulic 
diameter (2.93 inches) and the mass averaged velocity. The scattering 
centers were predominantly 25 micron sand particles that satisfactorily 
respond to essentially all of the turbulent velocity fluctuations (see 
Appendix B). 
The velocity profiles were measured 47 channel widths from the 
entrance and are shown in Figure 12 normalized with their centerline 
velocities. Figure 13 shows the .same mean velocity distributions in 
"law of the wall" coordinates and Figure 14 shows the data plotted in 
the velocity defect form. 
In addition to mean velocity profiles, the data allow us to make 
estimates of the higher statistical moments at each point in the flow 
field. Figure 15 shows a typical velocity distribution histogram that 
is obtained by the laser velocimeter. Estimates of the mean velocity, 
fluctuation intensity (see Figure 16) and the ene~gy density distri-
bution may be made from this data. ~owever, a more refined laser 
system is needed to obtain a sufficient number of samples to thoroughly 
survey the statistical properties throughout the flow field. 
The channel velocity and turbulent intensity profiles are shown 
compared to the findings of Laufer (31), Comte-Bellot (4), and Clark 
(3), who have measured the properties of fully developed turbulent 
channel flows. Considering the limited sample sizes (see Table V) the 
data is in good agreement with their results. It should be emphasized 
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that the accuracy of these velocity measurements can be improved as 
illustrated in Table I by simply increasing the number of realizations. 
The wall shear velocities used throughout this study (except 
Figure 13) were computed from the velocity gradients measured in the 
u+ = Y+ region next to the wall (see Figure l7a~. When the data was 
"forced" to fit U+ = 5.6 log Y + + 4~ 9, in Figure 13 a different wall 
shear velocity was found and deviation from u+ = Y+ in the sublayer 
was observed. This deviation is in general agreement with the findings 
of Schraub for pressure gradient turbulent wall flows. In particular, 
he suggested that the wall shear velocity computed from the wall slope 
should be the proper scaling factor except when "fitting" the data to 
the "law of the wall". The wall shear velocities computed from the 
wall slopes in Figure 17a were normalized with their mass average 
velocities and plotted as a function of their respective Reynolds 
number:s in Figure 17c. This function now enables one to find the wall 
slope wall shear velocity in this channel knowing the channel Reynolds 
number. 
It should be pointed out that it is more proper to use a wall 
shear velocity computed from the velocity gradient in the sublayer for 
characterizing turbulent wall structure than a wall shear velocity 
found from a "law of the wall" fit (as demonstrated by Schraub) or a 
friction factor correlation (which averages channel corner effects 
into the computed local wall shear). Thus, the correlation shown in 
Figure 17c was used throughout the study to determine the wall shear 
velocities corresponding to the solvent (water) visual data. Figure 
17c was also used in determining the amount of friction reduction for 
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the dilute polymer channel flows. Its use in this capacity is 
described later in this chapter. 
Motion pictures were taken at the flow rates indicated in Table 
II. Figure 18 shows the dye injection for laminar flow. Notice that 
the dye sheet is smooth and that there are no streaks or flow pertur-
bations induced by the dye slots. This figure shows dark dye on a 
light background. The rest of the dye photographs are negative prints 
and show the dye as white on a dark background. Figures 19 through 21 
show these photographs made from the 16mm movie films of the water 
viscous sublayer. The resultant: bursting rates are shown in Figure 
22. The brackets on all data are estimates of the 95% confidence 
intervals (see Appendix C for the error analysis). 
The bursting rates in the channel are slightly below the zero 
pressure graident curve established by the St;bnford boundary layer 
experiments. This is to be expected because the channel is a negative 
pressure gradient flow and Schraub (28) h.as shown that the effect of 
a negative pressure gradient is to reduce the bursting rate. The 
bursting rates measured in this channel. are shown normalized by the 
zero pressure gradient values and plotted versus the pressure gradient 
parameter Kin Figure 23, where for a channel flow (see Halleen (19)) 
The solid line is the best fit curve for bursting rates in pressure 
gradients measured by Schraub and this dat.;1 is in good agreement with 
his results. 
The streak spacings for the three flow rates are shown in Figure 
24.. The average streak spacing of.>..+= 96 compares very well with a 
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+ ~ = 98 ± 15 measured by Halleen. The wall shear velocity values 
11.sed in Figures 22, 23, and 24 where computed from Figure 17c. 
A summary of the qualifying data can be found in Table III. The 
laser velocimeter and flow visualization data have shown that we have 
a two·dimensional fully developed turbulent channel flow with low 
speed bursting rates and streak spacings comparable, within the limits 
of the experimental uncertainties, to the data of previous investiga-
tors. 
Friction-Reduction Measurements 
It was difficult to measure the velocity gradient at the wall and 
hence the wall shear in the polymer solution,because the data acquisi-
tion system used with the laser velocimeter was slow and because the 
polymer degraded with use. This degradation is believed to be caused 
by entrained air in the weir cascade oxidizing the polymer and breaking 
the long chain structure. Due to the low wall shear velocities used 
in these flow visualization studies, the polymers must be used in their 
undegraded form which limits the data collection time to one or two 
runs of the channel for a given polymer solution. Consequently one 
wall shear measurement in the channel was used to verify a correlation 
from which other channel wall shears could be deduced. To establish 
and then to deduce the amount of friction reduction that was achieved 
1;, 
with the dilute polymer solution, it was necessary to provide two flow 
paths in parallel with the channel (the pressure drop in the 2.92 inch 
hydraulic diameter channel is too small to be measured accurately). 
Two stainless steel tubes (0.425 diameter and 0.835 inch diameter), 




2:.n bellmouth 0.23 . ~ ~ ;.,. " 0.43 entrance; water 0.69 
2-D bellmouth 0.23 
entrance, polymer 0.43 
Run #1, C=l39 wppm 0.69 
2-D bellmouth 0.23 
entrance, polymer 0.43 
Run #2, C=l39 wppm 0.69 
o.43 Square entrance, 0.69 water 
0.87 
Square entrance, 0.43 
polymer 0.69 
Run #2, C=lOO wp;pm 0.87 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
LAMIR 
Ur (ft/sec) Ur (ft/sec) 
Wall Slope Cross-Plot 
0.014 ± 8% 0.019 
0.024 ± 8% 
0.034 ± 8% 0.043 
a 
0.021 









0.19 ± 16% 
o. 71 ± 10% 
2. 72 ± 7% 
relaminarizing 
0.36 ± 16% 
0.33 ± 12% 
relaminarizing 
o.44 ± 9% 










0.50 ± : &% 
0.30 ± 7% 
0.91 ± 23% 
0.67 ± 11% 
a = Values of wall shear velocity are extrapolated from Figure 17c and %FR vs. u1 • s 
b = Values of i.. are assumed to be the same as in Experiment 8. 
c = Values of wall shear velocity are extrapolated from Figure 17c. . 
T 1 sec 
B~(burst) 
6.8 ± 25% 
3.2 ± 13% 
1.2 ± 10% 
3.0 ± 28% 
4.5 ± 16% 
b 





drop of both water and dilute polymer solutions flowing at various 
flow rates. Two tubes are used in order to determine the effect of 
tube diameter upon the amount of drag reduction. The pressure drop 
was measured with an inverted U-tube manometer and the flow rate was 
measured with an F & P precision bore rotameter. 
The per cent friction-reduction in the tubes is calculated by 
measuring the pressure drop at a given flow rate both with and without 
the drag-reducing polymers in solution. 
% 
FR 
Whitsitt, et al. (53) have found that per cent drag-reduction is 
a unique function of the solvent wall shear velocity. This unique 
relationship was found to hold over flow-section diameters ranging 
from 0.18 inches to 6.0 inches. Our results shown in Figure 25 for 
the two tubes al.so demonstrate that the per cent friction-reduction is 
a unique function of the solvent wall shear velocity. The per cent 
friction reduction measured with the laser velocimeter in the channel 
at the highest visualized wall shear velocity is also plotted in 
Figure 25. The per cent friction reduction in the channel was calcu-
lated from the change in the wall shear based on the velocity gradient 
at the wall. This calculation wa:s based upon the assumption that the 
dilute polymer solution is effectively Newtonian (see Appendix D) and 
upon a measurement of the viscosity of the dilute polymer solution. 
'"FR = = 
The per cent fricti.on reduction measured in the channel correlated 
well with the value predicted from the pipe data. 
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The wall shear in the dilute polymer channel flow and the amount 
of friction reduction in the channel was then calculated in the follow-
ing manner. First the mass flow rate (i.e., U ) and the solution avg 
temperature were measured. Then using the solvent viscosity the 
Reynolds number was calculated and the solvent wall-shear velocity 
(and hence wall shear) was obtained from Figure 17c. Finally the 
per cent friction reduction and the wall-shear velocity in the dilute 
polymer solution was determined from the friction-reduction correlation 
established for the solution being used. 
A friction-reduction correlation was established for each solution. 
Pressure-drop data was taken in the pipes before the first run and 
after the second run during which the primary visual data was acquired 
(see Figure 31). This check for degradation was performed for all 
data taken in drag-reducing solutions. 
Bursting Rates and Stt1eak Spacings 
in a Drag-Reducing Solution 
Bursting and streak spacing films were taken at the same flow 
conditions as the channel qualifying data but with the addition of 
139 wppm of polyethylene oxide. Still photographs of the 16mm films 
are shown in Figures 26 and 27. Since bursting rates are a time 
domain phenomena, still photographs are unable to show the drastic 
changes that are taking place in the bursting process. A 16mm color 
film is being prepared and will be submitted to the Engineering 
Societies Library, 345 East 47th Street, New York, New York 10017. 
The non-dimensional streak spacing in the polymer solution is 
increased from.).+= 96 to).+= 170 (see Figure 28). This trend is 
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in accord with the recent observations of Hanratty (20). Figure 29 
shows the bursting rates in the polymer solution compared with the 
water data. All polymer solution data is plotted using reduced wall-
shear velocities predicted from Figures 17c and 31. 
A comparison of bursting frequencies per second per inch of dye 
+ slot is not totally revealing because).. changes. Hence the data was 
replotted as the average time between bursts TB. TB is related to F 
(bursts/sec-in.) and).. (in) by TB = 1/F).. and is shown plotted versus 
the wall-shear velocity in Figure 30. In general, the time between 
bursts seems to be adjusting to the production levels associated with 
the reduced wall shear values (and therefore reduced dissipation 
rates). 
There is one data point which obviously does not adjust to the 
reduced production level. This point needs to be discussed further. 
Films were made at the same flow rates for two consecutive passes of 
the polymer solution through the channel. The bursting rate at the 
highest wall shear velocity during the first pass is the point which 
stands out from the rest of the data. The 95% confidence interval for 
this one data point may not be sufficiently large in the time scale. 
Due to an abnormally long quiescent period observed in the motion 
pictures of this fl.ow condition, the observation time period may not 
have been sufficient to provide an adequate statistical sample of the 
bursting rate. However, other drag reduction studies have noted ab-
normally high drag reduction values in freshly prepared solutions. 
Ellis (7) has suggested that a fresh solution may actually have "super" 
molecules caused by molecular entanglements. This effect could be 
responsible for the abnormally long TB data point.even though the 
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pressure drop measurements did not indicate any superior drag reduction. 
The higher shear levels present in the pipes may .not have allowed these 
entanglements to persist into the measurement sections which are apprec-
iably downstream of the pipe's entrances. 
All of the results that have been described so far were obtained 
in the channel with a two dimensional, bellmouth entrance. Some pre-
vious visual data was obtained in the channel with a sharp edged, 
square entrance. Subsequently, LAMIR data indicated that the velocity 
profile was skewed and the entrance conditions were modified to the 
bellmouth configuration. 
The per cent bursting reduction, %BR= (F8 - FDPS)/FS' at a 
fixed mass flow rate for both the primary visual· _ data (bellmouth 
entrance) and the previous visual data are shown plotted in Figure 31. 
There is a reasonable agreement between the bursting rate experiments. 
This again points out the fact that friction reduction is a wall 
phenomena and large changes in the outer flow have little effect on 
what is happening at the wall. Notice also that both %FR and %BR 
extrapolate to zero at about the same value of critical wall shear 
velocity. 
No pictures, bursting rates or streak spacings are shown for the 
lowest flowrate of polymer solution because the motion picture films 
indicate that the flow is in the later stages of transition. This 
test was unique in this respect because in all other cases the flow 
was definitely turbulent. The motion pictures of the dilute polymer 
solution at Re= 6000, however, showed the random appearance of tur-
bulent spots spreading spanwise across regions of laminar flow marked 
by the dye slot. These were not turbulent slugs that filled the 
channel as occurs in pipe flow transition. These spots were similar 
to the turbulent spots observed by Meyer and Kline (39) occurring in 
the later stages of boundary layer transition. An increased entry 
length for the transition to turbulent flow has also been noted for 
drag-reducing solutions in pipe flow by Giles and Petit (12), and 
this appears to be what is observed here. 
The results of the visual studies both with and without polymer 




As pointed out in Chapter I, there has been considerable effort 
devoted to finding the proper nondimensional grouping that can char-
acterize the drag-reduction phenomena. Also, there has been consider-
able speculation as to the molecule-fluid interactions or mechanisms 
of achieving drag reduction. In this chapter some of these more 
noteworthy theories as well as previous e~perimental evidence are 
discussed within the new perspective of this investigation. Also, a 
discussion of the technique for using. the LAMIR data to provide 
estimates of the statistical moments and the e~ergy density function 
of a highly fluctuating turbulent flow field is given. 
Nondimensional Groupings Used to 
Characterize Drag Reduction 
Several nondimensional groups have been postulated to charac-
terize drag reduction. The most notable ones are the time-scale 
group (Deborah number), the length-scale group (proposed by Virk), 
and the energy-scale group (proposed by Walsh). The degree to which 
these groups successfully predict the onset of drag reduction is 




Both the bursting-reduction and drag-reduction data of this study 
indicated that onset occurred at a wall shear velocity of U'T = 0.015 
ft/sec. This onset wall-shear velocity can be coupled with the 
molecular properties of the PEO solution (see Appendix D) to yield 
experimental values for the nondimensional groups at onset which can 
then be compared to their hypothesized onset values. The various 
hypothesized and calculated onset ratios are shown in Table IV. 
Reference 
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As can be seen, there is a poor correlation between the measured 
and the hypothesized onset values of the groups. It should be noted, 
however, that in this study the Deborah number was approaching 1.0 as 
the per cent friction reduction was approaching its maximum value 
(i.e., the time scale of the molecule is of the same order as the 
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strain rate in the sublayer). Thus, of the groups considered in Table 
IV, the Deborah number seems to be the best predictor for the presence 
of friction reduction. 
Black (1) has proposed yet another nondimensional group which he 
relates to a mechanism for friction reduction. He proposed that the 
polymers act to stabilize the sublayer breakdown process (i.e., stabi-
lize the bursting process) such that the nondimensional time between 
bursts should be increased from UT 2 TB/v = 116 for a normal Newtonian 
2-flow to U TB/Vr:id 1400 for a maximum-drag-reducing flow. On this 
. "!' 
point, our data is inconclusive. Most of the data indicates that t~e 
nondimension time between bursts is essentially constant 
2-
However, for the one data point UT TB/v = 350. 
Moreover, since our visual data was taken at friction reductions well 
below the maximum-friction-reduction asymptote our data does not pro-
vide a critical test of Black's hypothesis. Future studies at higher 
wall shear velocity should be done to critically test Black's hypothe~ 
sis. 
Black's analysis does indicate that any stabilization of the 
Einstein and Li (6) model of the viscous sublayer would lead to an 
overall thickening of the sublayer and a decrease in the average wall 
shear. Einstein and Li modeled the sublayer as a temporally growing, 
viscously dominated region near the wall that periodically becomes 
unstable, breaks down and begins growing again. Their model, and 
consequently Black's analysis, does not consider the three dimensional-
ity of the sublayer (i.e., the spanwise velocity variations illustrated 
by the streaky structure). Since the visual data show that variations 
in the spanwise velocity distribution are an important characteristic 
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of drag reduction it must be considered in any proposed explanation of 
drag reduction. Consequently an Einstein and Li model cannot represent 
all of the features of drag reduction. 
Discussion of Drag-Reduction Mechanisms 
This investigation along with others is beginning to throw light 
on~ the polymers are doing to the viscous sublayer. How the poly-
mers are altering the wall layer is still open to speculation. First 
let us see what the polymers are doing to the sublayer. 
The bursting reduction observed in this study is different from 
the previous studies of bursting suppression by body forces. Coriolis 
forces and accelerations eventually lead to relaminarization. Pruit 
and Crawford (59) have pointed out that drag-reducing solutions never 
appear to relatninarize. Many investigators have found that the maxi-
mum decrease in the turbulent drag is approximately 80 per cent. 
Figure 32 shows per cent bursting reduction at a given mass flow 
rate plotted versus per cent turbulent drag reduction. 
One hundred per cent %TR occurs when there is no bu~sting and 
represents relaminarization. Even though there is considerable scatter 
of the data, it appears that 100 per cent bursting reduction will occur 
at approximately 40 to 50 per cent turbulent drag reduction. Since the 
flow is not relaminarizing it is very unlikely that this extrapolation 
is accurate. It is more likely that the curve bends and asymptotically 
approaches a value of %TR less than 100%. Future studies should 
measure ). and TB.,, for wall shear velocities up to the maximum-drag-
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reduction values (e.g., 0.1 ft/sec) to determine the nature of the 
structure as one approaches maximum drag reduction. 
All of the body f;orce stabilization studies have observed that 
the nondimensional streak spacing A+ has essentially remained constant. 
As they applied stronger and stronger stabilizing body forces they in 
effect observed TB go to infinity (relaminarization). 
In this study, even though TB may be increased, A+ is increased 
from A+~ 100 to >.. + ~ 170. This trend has also been noted by Hanratty 
(20). He found>..+ increasing as a function of the per cent friction 
reduction. It should be noted that even if TB were to remain constant, 
the effect of increasing the streak spacing would decrease the spatially 
averaged bursting rate which would lead to lower production levels and 
lower wall shears. 
The laser velocimeter data of Rudd (48) has shown that a drag-
reducing solution maintains the linear velocity profile (i.e., U+ = 
Y+) in the sublayer and extends it further away from the wall (e.g., 
+ to about Y = 20). His data also shows that the normalized stream-
wise turbulent intensity (u1 /UT) maintains its characteristic linear 
profile throughout the thickened sublayer. The one mean velocity anr::J 
turbulent intensity point measured with the LAMIR in the dilute polymer 
solution in this study supports the observations of Rudd. These results 
a.re interesting but they do not tell much about the mechanisms of drag 
reduction. The mean velocity result could have been deduced from gross 
flow considerations. For example, for a given constant flow rate in a 
pipe or a channel, a drag-reducing solution decreases the velocity 
gradient at the wall leaving the main portion of the turbulent velocity 
profile unchanged .. (e.g., as observed by (47), (54), and (57)). Since 
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the largest velocity gradient in a turbulent channel or pipe flow is 
at the wall (approximately half of the maximum centerline velocity is 
reached at the edge of the sublayer) the decreased velocity gradient 
demands that the linear type (steepest gradient) behavior of the sub-
layer be extended further away from the wall in order to maintain the 
same nondrag reduced mean flow condition. 
I 
Rudd's observation that w /UT is decreased in the near wall region 
is more interesting and confirms the visual observations of this study. 
Namely, our motion picture data qualitatively indicate that the span-
wise velocity gradients and the spanwise fluctuation intensities are 
much less in the drag-reducing solution than they are in a equivalent 
wall shear Newtonian flow. This observation is based on the fact that 
the dye appears to be much more uniformly distributed in the spanwise 
direction (i.e., the dye shows much less tendency to collect into 
streaks) and the streaks that do form have much less tendency to 
oscillate in the spanwise direction. 
Having discussed what the polymers are doing to the sublayer, 
let us talk about how the polymers may be affecting it. Virk (52) has 
proposed a phenomenological explanation for drag reduction based on an 
"elastic sublayer" model. This explanation and many others that are 
based on interpreting changes in the "law of the wall" do not seem to 
hold promise in giving much further insight into the drag-reduction 
phenomena. This conclusion is based upon several facts. First the 
"law of the wall" does not contain any information about the physical 
structure of the sublayer. In fact, based upon the U+ = Y+ velocity 
profile, early investigators reasoned that the sublayer was laminar. 
This is clearly incorrect and demonstrates the danger of inferring 
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"details" from an average. Since drag reduction occurs with and 
apparently because of changes in the structure of the sublayer, it 
seems almost certain that a thoroughly adequate explanation of the 
drag-reduction phenomena must be based upon an understanding of these 
changes in the sublayer structure. 
Mollo-Christensen (41) and Kline, et al. (28), have sunnnarized 
much of the current information about the physical structure of tur-
bulent wall flows and discuss some of the possible mechanisms of the 
wall-layer streak breakup as it occurs in non-friction-reducing flows. 
They suggest that spanwise vortex stretching may lead to intermittent 
and random formation of intense local shear layers. The stretching 
and compressing of spanwise vortex ele111ents in the region very near the 
wall would lead to locally high and low speed zones in the spanwise 
direction. It is in these low speed zones that the dye collects and 
intense local shear layers form. The intense shear layers give rise 
to inflectional profiles that become UDJitable and burst away from the 
wall (e.g., as visualized by Kim (25)). These bursts then generate 
large Reynolds stresses and produce more turbulence energy. The cycle 
is completed by continuity considerations that provide large scale 
downwashes that stretch the vortices and so on. 
The visual data obtained in this study show that while all of the 
experimentally observed features of the structure are present the span-
wise velocity gradients are greatly decreased in the dilute polymer 
solution. Drag-reducing polymers exhibit much larger resistance to 
axisynnnetric strains than they do to rotational strains (Peterlin (49)) 
and consequently it is reasonable to assume that they may be resisting 
spanwise vortex stretching in the wall region. When low speed 
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+ instability regions do form at much larger A values, the polymer's 
filament forming tendencies (Gordon (17)) may resist breaking and 
therefore further suppress bursting. In any case the observed de· 
creased bursting rates lead to a decreased production level that 
produces a decreased average wall shear. 
Not only would the resistance of the polymer to spanwise stretching 
and filament breaking reduce the average spatial bursting rate (F) but 
it decreases the spanwise shear (oU/oZ). The films made in this study 
qualitatively indicate that the spanwise velocity gradient and also 
the spanwise and normal turbulent intensities (w' and v') in the wall 
region are greatly reduced. The high frequency s.uppression at the wall 
noted by Fortuna (9) (measuring concentration fluctuations) and Kadykov 
(24) (measuring pressure fluctuations) may be linked to a suppression 
of v' /U'f. Actual v' data· has not been reported to date; however, Rudd's 
data confirms that w' is reduced. 
Laser Velocimetry 
Signal ''drop out" problems and low signal to noise ratios present 
in "continuous wave" laser anemometer systems led to the development 
of a system that will measure the statistical turbulent properties in 
fluid flows by utilizing the "Doppler" frequency of single particles 
passing through the crossed beam probe volume of a scatter-scatter 
laser velocimeter. The unusual character of this data warrents some 
discussion as to how it might be utilized in studying the statistical 
properties of a turbulent flow field. 
The system outlined utilizes a simple technique to accurately 
measure the frequency of a single burst (thereby obtaining an accurate 
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individual realization of velocity at a point in space). By repeated 
sampling, the probability density function of the velocity fluctuations 
is constructed. This function then gives unambiguously and to a given 
probable accuracy the mean velocity, rms fluctuation level and energy 
density function at a point in space. The system does not require 
expensive A-D conversion devices and is not troubled by sampling rate 
(and quantization) associated with these devices. 
Uzkan and Reynolds (51) have pointed out the advantages of using 
the probability density function in the study of turbulent flow fields. 
They point out that spectra and space correlations provide primarily 
information about eddy size, and a rough idea about the relative energy 
of different sized eddies. The probability density function p(u), 
however, contains primarily information about the magnitude of the 
velocity fluctuations. 
Figure 15 shows a typical velocity distribution about a local 
mean velocity. The probability of finding a velocity fluctuation 
between u and u + du (where u is defined as the instantaneous velocity 
fluctuation in the X, direction, u = U - U) is defined as the probabil·· 
ity density function p(u)du. It may be estimated directly from the 
individual velocity realizations available with our laser velocimeter 
by computing the occu.rrence frequency of velocities in particular 
finite velocity bands. All of the statistical information about the 
turbulence at a point is contained in the probability distribution 
function. I The turbulent intensity~ u, can be calculated from the 
probability density function by 
if= J uap(u)du • 
.J:D 
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J* = s 4 u p(u)du. 
The energy density function is defined as 
e: (u) = i 3 p (u) 
and represents the contribution of each velocity fluctuation to the 
energy of the turbulence. Figure 33 shows a t;ypical plot of the energy 
density function superimposed on the probability density function. The 
absolute value of the peaks in this function are analogous to the size 
of the energy containing eddies used in the more familiar energy spectra 
representation. The energy density function peaks represent the magni-
tude of the instantaneous velocity fluctuation which contributes the 
most turbulence energy. Uzkan has made some preliminary measurements 
of this function in both a decaying grid generated turbulence field and 
in a turbulent boundary layer. Uzkan's data indicate that changes in 
the turbulent energy distribution does not affect the energy density 
function below the maximum energy containing peaks but changes the 
location of the peaks. This indicates that the dominanet change in the 
energy contribution occurs for large amplitude fluctuations. Unfor-
tunately, due to a lack of the proper electronic equipment, sufficient 
data is not available in this present study to accurately describe the 
energy dan,sity function in our flow situation. Work is currently 
under.way, however, that will provide th:i,s information. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Sunnnary 
The objectives of this StlldY were to determine if the addition 
of drag-reducing macromolecules 1) modifies the production of tur-
bulent kinetic energy and 2) alters the structure of the viscous sub-
layer. This was accomplished by visualizing the near wall region of a 
fully developed two-dimensional channel flow. 
Considerable data was takert with a laser anemometer to ensure 
that the mean velocity profile and the streamwise intensity profile of 
the water flow compared favorably with the two-dimensional channel 
profiles measured by previous investigators. It was also carefully 
established through the use of a friction-reduction correlation and 
laser velocimeter wall-shear measurements that the 139 wppm solution 
of polyethylene oxide gave drag reduction in the channel. 
Motion pictures showed that the presence of the macromolecules 
in the near wall region significantly altered the structure of the sub-
layer. Comparisons between the sublayer structure of drag-reducing 
solutions and non-drag-reducing solutions are summarized below. 
Constant Flow Rate Comparison 
A visual comparison of the viscous sublayers at an equal mass 
flow rate of water and a 26 per cent drag-reducing solution has shown 
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a considerable alteration in the sublayer's three.:.dimensional structure. 
The spacing of the longitudinal low speed streaks is approximately twice 
as large as the equivalent spacing in water. There is also a signifi-
cant (50% to 80%) decrease in the ejection rate of the streak's low 
momentum fluid away from the wall (also the intensity of the ejection 
is decreased). At the lowest flow rate studied (corresponding to a 
solvent Re= 6000) the normally fully developed turbulent flow was 
stabilized such that 44 channel widths downstream of the entrance the 
wall layers were in the later stages of laminar to turbulent transition. 
Constant Wall Shear Comearison 
By having an estimate of the reduced wall shear velocities, one 
can make comparisons between the drag-reducing solution's structure 
and the established structure of water at the reduced wall-shear 
velocity. On this basis the average time between bursts of an indi-
vidual strea~ does not seem to be altered by the drag-reducing solution. 
However, for the high Reynolds number experiment and for a very freshly 
mixed dilute polymer solution the time between the bursts of an indi-
vidual streak was seen to increase. Due to a relatively large uncer-
tainty in the visual data and the wall shear estimate for this data 
point, the result is not conclusive. Further measurements must be 
made using longer spatial and te~poral averaging periods coupled with 
insitu measurements of wall shear in order to clarify the bursting 
rate trends. 
The spacing of the low speed streaks is still about 70 per cent 
greater than in a non-drag-reducing fluid. Also, from the motion 
pictures it appears that th'e spanwise velocity gradient oU/oZ and 
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the turbulent intensities (v' and w') are decreased in the drag-reducing 
solution. (This observation is based on a reduced wall shear comparison 
and is even more noticeable in a constant mass flow rate comparison.) 
The increased streak spacing leads to a decreased spatially averaged 
bursting rate even if the time between bursts is unchanged. 
Conclusions 
The conclusions of this study may be stated as follows: 
1. The reduced spatially averaged ejection rate of low momentum 
fluid away from the wall implies a reduced production of tur-
bulent kinetic energy which demands a reduction in the dissi-
pation of turbulent kinetic energy. This is manifested as a 
decrease in the wall shear. 
2. Since the drag reduction occurs with and apparently because 
of changes in the.structure of the sublayer, future studies 
of the drag-reduction mechanisms should be concentrated on 
gaining further insights into the structural changes occurring 
in the viscous sublayer. As pointed out in the last chapter, 
it is dangerous to infer details of turbulent structure from 
"mean" measurements. 
3. Further studies of the structural changes produced by a drag-
reducing macromolecule in the sublayer should be made at or 
near the maximum-drag-reduction asymptote to provide a criti-
cal test of Black's hypothesis and to observe the maximum 
affect. 
4. Of the hypothesized nondimensional groups considered in this 
study, the Deborah number appears to best indicate the 
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presence of drag reduction. 
5. It is now evident; that the most meaningful comparisons of 
sublayer structure change should be based on wall-shear 
velocity. '!his study used an experimental design that pro-
vided a direct visual comparison of flows with equal mass flow 
rates. Future studies should concentrate on direct visual 
comparisons based upon equal values of the wall-shear velocity. 
It would also be of great interest to simultaneeusly measure 
the instantaneous wall shear stress directly while the visual 
data is recorded for both the water and the dilute polymer 
solutions. 
6. '!he laser anemometer measuring individual realizations is able 
to accurately and unambiguously measure the statistical prop-
erties of highly fluctuating turbulent flow fields and it 
circumvents the problems of random phase fluctuation and 
signal "drop out" present in continuous wave laser anemometer 
systems. 
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APPENDIX A 
LASER PROBE VOLUME GECMETRY 
Brayton and Goethert (2) have made extensive calculations and 
measurements to determine the probe volume size as a function of the 
optical geometry (see Fig. 34). This figure shows two Gaussian 
light beams focused to diffraction limited spots at the same point in 
space. From this figure, one can derive what the particle velocity 
frequency should be from calculating the fringe spacing and also the 
major dimensions of the elipsoidal scatteringvolume. The intensity 
distribution of the Doppler signal across the elipsoidal scattering 
volume is Gaussian. 
With a knowledge of the particle size distribution, one could 
decrease the effective scatterin,g volume by approximately 50% if only 
the highest intensity signals were measured. This would be most 
desirable since in many instances the major diameter is aligned normal 
to the wall which is the direction one would like the probe dimension 
to be the smallest. The l/e2 intensity contour of the scattering 
volume in our system is approximately 0.020 in. x 0.004 in. 
Figure 35 shows the effect of the two laser beams crossing in 
water. Due to the changes in the index of refraction the beam inter-
section angle is less in the water (n = 1.33) than in the air (n = 
1.00). 
0 The angle gi is measured in air to be gi = 8.89 • By using 
Snell's law across both the air-plexiglas and plexiglas-water interface 
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0 gives an intersection angle in water to be 9 = 6.65. This angular 
difference leads to a probe volume traversing scale factor. That is 
if the laser optics are traversed distance A in air, the probe volume 
moves distance Bin the water. Figure 36 shows the geometrical scaling. 
The traversing scale factor is calculated to be 
B = 1.34 A. 
A check of this scale factor provides a check on the value of the 
scattering angle and water index of refraction used in calculating the 
Doppler frequency-velocity proportionality constant. 
An experiment was performed to measure this traversing scale 
factor and therefore determine the positioning accuracy and the 
velocity-Doppler frequency proportionality constant accuracy. Two 
. plexiglas walls were positioned 1.250 ± 0.001 inches from each other. 
The area between the walls was filled with·water. The laser crossed 
beam intersection point was considered to be at the surface of the 
plexiglas wall when only a single dot of light could be seen reflecting 
from the water-plexiglas interface. Then the beam intersection point 
was traversed through the water across to the other wall. The number 
of turns of the 16 threads to the inch traversing thread was measured. 
The predicted value of A was within 0.007 inch of the measured value 
of A indicating that the beam intersection angle in water calculated 
from Snell's law is essentially correct. Based on this angle the 
Doppler frequency for a velocity of one foot per second is 
VD= 2(1.33) sin(6.65°) U/6328 A 
= 149 khz/(ft/sec). 
APPENDIX B 
SCATTERING PARTICLE FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
The size of the scattering particles is critical to the accuracy 
of the velocity measuremento All make~up water for the flow system is 
filtered through a 1.0 micron filtero However, a 100 ml sample was 
withdrawn from a location near the scattering volume while the channel 
was running to determine the size of the scattering particles. This 
100 ml of water was then filtered through a 0.8 micron Millipore filter 
and the trapped particles were observed with a lOX Nikon microscope 
. equipped with a Vickers image splitting eyepiece. The particles are 
predominantly small grains of sand. A random sampling of their diam~ 
eters can be seen in the histogram of particle size~ (Fig. 37). 1he 
sample is biased since large particles were examined in preference to 
many of the smaller particles. One can see that the average particle 
scattering light is approximately 25 microns in diameter. Obviously, 
however, some of the particles that velocity signals are observed from 
are around 100 microns in diameter. 
A natural question now arises •. Are the particles truly moving 
with the fluid? Hjelmfelt and Mockros (22), as well as many others, 
have studied the deviation of the particle motion from the fluid 
motion. They present frequency response curves for both amplitude 
ratio and phase angle with the ratio of particle to fluid density as a 
parameter. .Since we are not currently interested in correlations, we 
,f",tj1 
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will not consider phase lag which places a more severe restriction on 
particle size than the amplitude ratio does. 
Their results for a sand·water solution (density ratio 2.65) and 
an amplitude ratio of U /U = 0.95 give a Stokes number 
p 
N = /'J/Wd 2 = 0.8 • s p 
Solving for the frequency which could be followed by a 25 micron 
particle 
f = w/Zrr = 'J/'J:rrd 2 N2 = 0.01/(6.28)(2.5 x 10-3)(0.8)2 
p s 
= 400 hz .• 
·~"'"· 
Similarly, a 100 micron particle would follow fluctuations below 
25 hz. In any case, the scattering centers are capable of following 
essentially all of the turbulent fluctuations in water, where most of 
the fluctuations containing significant energy are estimated to be 




The uncertainty·estimates used in this study are made following 
the method outlined by Kline and McClintock (27). The major sources 
of error in this study are in the measurements of: 
1. Average Channel Velocity 
2. Local Mean Velocities from LAMIR 
3. Turbulent Intensity from LAM IR 
4. Wall Shear from I.AMIR 
5. Streak Spacing 
6. Bursting Rates 
Average Channel Velocity 
A weir height versus volume flow rate calibration curve is shown 
:l,n Figure 38. The uncertainties are estimated at 20: 1 odds .to be 
Volume.± 1% 
Time± 1% 
Weir height.:± 3% 
'fherefore the proportionality constant is estimated to be 
Q = K Hl. 72 
K-± 5% 
The average flow rate can then be estimated from the weir height 
Hand the calibration curve to be 
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Q :I: 7% ' 
The average channel velocity is then.estimated from Q and the channel 
cross sectional area A 
c 
A :I: 2% c 
Local Mean Velocities from LAMIR 
The accuracy of each individual velocity realization is estimated 
to be* 2% at 20:1 odds. This is essentially the uncertainty of 
measuring the time required for eight periods of the Doppler frequency. 
The accuracy of the mean velocity at a point is estimated from the 
measured tu:i:-bulent intensity and the n1:µnber of individual realizations 
(20:1 odds) as 
I 
Iµ ~ iii= LS l.96 (j) 
In all cases L WqS estimated to be less than 10%. 
Turbulent Intensity from LAMIR 
I 
The 95% confidence interval on u is estimated from 
(N-1) u 1 < 0"2 $ _.,(N_-..,,1,...) ___ u_'_ 
N-1X2 0.025 - N-1X2 o.91s 
the per cent error between the estimated value of the turbulent 
intensity and the actual value is estimated to be :I: 14% for 100 
realizations. 
apd 
Wall Shear from LAMIR 
The wall shear is computed from 
t'.lll 
'1" w :::; 'T) ill I Y=O 
'T) ± -10% 
llU ± 10% 
llY ± 10% 
'1" ± 17% 
w 
U = ~ ±8% 
T ~ f 
Streak Spacing 
The streak spacing error was estimated for each flow condition 
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by averaging the number of streaks in a four inch span for eight ran-
domly selected motion picture frames at each flow condition using a 
students t distribution. The estimated errors ranged from± 7% to 
± 23%. 
Bursting Rates 
The bursting rate error was computed from the bursting rate 
averages for each flow condition and assuming a student's t distri-
bution. The estimated errors ranged from 7% to 16%. 
APPENDIX D 
POLYMER CHARACTERIZATION 
One of the principle distinctions between fluids and solids is in 
the different way they dispose of the work done on them in shearing 
deformations. All the work done on a purely viscous fluid in shear is 
immediately dissipated as heat, whereas the work done on a perfectly 
elastic substance in shear is stored and may be recovered by allowing 
the elastic body to relax. There are many materials that exist between 
these two idealized limits. They exhibit behavior that is partly fluid-
like and partly solid~like. These materials are called viscoelastic 
substances, The principle phenomenon distinguishing them from purely 
viscous fluids is the occurrence of strain recovery, or recoil, upon 
the release of stress, They differ from perfectly elastic solids by 
exhibiting creep upon loading. 
It seems that drag reduction may be linked to the viscoelastic 
nature of the long-chain polymer additives that are used to produce 
the ph'enomena. Therefore, we should give some consideration to the 
behavior of long-chain viscoelastic polymers in dilute solutions. 
An analysis of the dynamic behavior of a polymer molecule in a 
shear field was carried out with some success by Bueche (40) and later 
extended by Zimm (61). Bueche started with the Debye picture of the 
free draining coil (i.e., a sequence of beads, each of which offers 
hydrodynamic resistance to the flow of the surrounding medium 
F,7 
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connected to one another by a string which does not) rotating in a 
simple shear field. This molecule is supposed to rotate with a fre-
quency of one-half the shear rate. With reference to Figure 39, it 
can be seen that the monomer units along the line AA' experience a 
drag force which tends to extend the chain. Along the line BB', how-
ever, the drag force tends to compress the chain. Hence, as a monomer 
unit rotates about the center of gravity of the molecule, it experiences 
a sinusoidally alternat~ng tension and compression. 
Bueche imagined the polymer molecule to be subdivided into a large 
number of "sub-molecules", each of which behaves mathematically like a 
small mass attached to a linear spring. The dynamics of the polymer 
molecule is thereby replaced by the dynamics of a set of masses con-
nected in series by elastic springs. This latter problem, although 
complex, allows the development of a formal solution for the displace-
ment of each sub-molecul.e relative to its equilibrium position, 
Zimm extended Bueche 1 s model to include the viscosity of the 
surrounding medium and Brownian motion. For this case Zimm obtains 
a spectrum of fluid relaxation times: 
t. = 
1 
'Tl ('T) - 'T1 )M s s 
('Tl C) O. 586 Ot .RT 
S 1 
where ti is the relaxation time of the i-th mode of vibration, R the 
gas constant, T the absolute tempe.rature, M the molecular weight, C 
the polymer concentration, 'Tl the solvent viscosity, 'Tl the solution 
s 
viscosity, and°'· the eigenvalues: 
1 
a1 = 4.04; Ot2 = 12.79; °'s 1== 24.2; etc. 
The expression (TI - 'T1 )'T1 C may be replaced by the intrinsic viscosity, s s 
[i)], at small polymer concentrations. ['T)] can usually be related to 
the molecular weight, M, by an expression of the form: 
(T)] = K Ma 
where "K" and "a" are constants to be determined for each different 
polymer. The higher the molecular weight within a given series of 
linear polymer homologs, the greater the increase in viscosity pro-
duced by a g;f.ven weight concentration of polyme.r •. In other wofds, 
the intrinsic viscosity, (T)], which represents the capacity of a 
polymer to enhance the viscosity, increases with M; hence, viscosity 
measurements afford a measure of molecular weight. Intrinsic 
viscosity is defined as: 
where 
(T)] = Lim 
o-+O {Tl /c} , Sp 
Tl =!L-1 
Sp T)S 
Polyethylene oxide, manufactured by Union Carbide, is the best 
water soluble drag reducing polymer that has been found so far. For 
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this reason, it has been widely used and has been well characterized. 
Shin (38) has found that the intrinsic viscosity of PEO is related to 
its weight average molecular weight by 
~,,..-- ~ {+} 
(T1J = 1.03 x 10-4 M 0•78 • wt 
The intrinsic viscosity of the PEO homolog used in this study was 
calculated by measuring the viscosity of four different dilute concen-
trations of PEO-FB.A in tap water with a Brookfield Synchro-electric 
viscometer, using the UL adapter and operating at 60 rpm. A small 
amount of isopropal, 0.83% by volume, was added to the solution as a 
chemical stabilizer to help slow down oxidation degradation in the tap 
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water. Figure 40 shows a plot of Tl /C and (.tn,11:.)/C versus concen-sp · r 
tration (gm/dl). Both of these functions approach [T]] as c-+O. 
The intrinsic viscosity of the PEO used in this study was found 
to be [11] = 25;::I:: 2, corresponding to a weight average molecular weight 
of M = 7 .5 :I:: 0.5 x l<f. Shin also determined that the rms :radius of · wt 
0 
gyration for this size PEO molecule should be z = 3000 A. The first 
order Zimm relaxation time is calculated to be equal to 3.2 milli-
seconds. 
A thermodynamically dilute concentration for a solution.of this 
polymer (i.e., the polymers are separated froin each othe~ further than 
if they were just touching each other in a spherically. packed config-
uration) exists at concentrations less than 240 wppm. Shin (38) has 
pointed out that a dilute polymer solution has an essentially New-
tonian viscosity in sunple shear. As a check, the viscosity of a 100 
wppm solution of J;>EO-FRA was measured with the Brookfield Viscomete.r. 
The solution was found to be Newtonian (i.e., the viscosity was con-
-1 · -1. stant) over a range of shear rates from 3.1 sec. to 15.S~sec. • Thus 
the wall shear was·estimated from 
au 
'T' - 'Tl- I w - •1 oY. Y=o 
The solution that is being used in this study is polyethylene 
oxide-FRA in water at a concentration of 139 wppm. The solution 
consists of 2,270 kilograms of tap water, 320 grams of PEO-FR.A,. 37 
kilograms· of isopropanol and 3 kilograms of ;formaldehyde (the latter 
two in order to slow down chemical and/or biological degradation). 
The 139 wppm solution was prepared by slowly adding a PEO-
isopropanol slurry (320 grams PE0-4 liters isopropanol, held in 
: 
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suspension by continuous stirring) to the open-top tank containing 
the water-isopropanol-formaldehyde mixture. The solution in the open 
tank was slowly stirred with paddles during the slurry addition and 
the final solution was allowed to stand for two hours before it was 
used in a test. Pressure drop tests were run with the water-isopropanol 
mixture before the dilute polymer solution was prepared and then again 
at the beginning and end of each experiment using the polymer solution. 
The first pressure drop test was to ensure that the solution was not 
contaminated from previous experiments and the later tests were used 
to determine the amount of friction reduction (also the amount of 






LAMIR VELOCITY PROFILE DATA 
Mass Averaged 
Velocity 
I uf (Experiment y u u 
Number) (in) (ft/sec) (ft/sec) N (ft/sec) 
0.23 ft/sec 0.026 0.055 0.024 69 0.022 
(4,5) 0.042 0.071 0.030 100 0.024 
0.057 0.101 0.038 112 0.020 
o.o,4 0.218 0.041 76 0.106 
0.177 0.248 0.036 27 0.106 
0.344 0.286 0.034 47 0.106 
0.512 0.288 0.031 38 0.106 
0.679 0.289 0.026 24 0.106 
0.842 0.293 0.020 40 0.106 
o.69 ft/sec 0.026 o.285 0.091 64 0.215 
(4,5) 0.094 0.653 0.077 111 0.518 
0.177 0.671 0.076 43 0.518 
0.344 0.727 0.087 50 0.518 
·o.512 0.758 0.065 48 o.518 
0.679 0.806 0.075 .46 0.518 
0.846 0.809 0.060 43 0.518 
0.43 ft/sec 0.026 0.139 0.054 72 0.055 
(5) 0.042 0.199 0.069 104 0.076 





Experiment Number 6 Experiment Number 8&9 
Tube AP :I: 0.05 AP :I: 0.05 
Diameter Q :I: 0.02 inches inches 
& Length (gal/min) of water of water 
Before After . Before After 
Water Run 4fl Run 4F2 Water Run 4F1 Run 4F2 
D=0.835' in. 1.03 0.30 0.20 0.25 0.35 0.25 0.25 
1.37 0.50 0.30 0.40 0.55 0.35 0.35 
L=9.46 ft. l. 71 0.75 0.35 o.69 0,80 0.45 o.45 
2.05 1.05 0.50 0.70 0.10 0.60 0.60 
2.40 1.45 0.60 0.90 1.45 0.70 0.75 
2.74 1.80 o.7o 1.05 1.85 0.80 0.90 
3.08 2.30 0.80 1.20 2.25 0.90 1.05 
3.42 2.80 0.95 1.40 2.70 1.00 1.25 
3.77 · 3.25 1.15 1.55 3.20 1.20 1.45 
4.11 3.80 1.30 1. 75 3.80 1.40 1.60 
4.45 4.40 1.50 1.80 
D=0.425 in. o.67 4.40 1.90 
1.03 8.90 3.50 8.90 3.30 
L=9.21 ft. 1.37 13.10 4.90 13.10 4.90 
1.71 18.90 6.50 18.90 5.60 
2.05 25.90 8.30 2~.90 8.30 
2.40 33.90 10.30 33,90 10.20 
2.74 42.60 12.50 42.60 17 .10 
APPENDIX F 
FIGURES AND ILLUSTRATIONS 
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Figure 1. Water Channel and Circulation System 
Figure 2. Photograph of Water Channel 




Figure 4. Photograph of Turbulent Channel Test Section, 















. Bott-om View: 
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Figure 5. Channel Cross Section Showing the Split Image.Optical 
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Figure 6. Turbulence Measurements by Spectral 
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Figure 8. Scatter-Scatter Electro-Optical System. 
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Figure 10. I.AMIR Data Processing System. 
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Figure 17,b • Turbulent Channel Velocity Profile--
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Figure 18. Photograph of Dye 
Injection Into 
Laminar Flow 
Figure 19. Photograph of Streak Spacing 
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Photograph of Streak Spacing 
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Figure 25. Per Cent Friction Reduction, 
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Figure 26. Photograph of Streak_Spacing in 
Polymer Solution (Uavg = 
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Figure 27. Photograph of Streak_Spacing in 
Polymer Solution (Uavg = 
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Figure 28. Nondimensional Streak Spacing in Water 
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figure 30. · Ave~age Time Between Bursts in Water 
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Figure 31. Per Cent Bursting Reduction and 
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Figure 32. Per Cent Bursting Reduction in Relation to Per 
Cent Turlmlence · Reduction" 
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Figure 33. Probability Density Function and: Ene~gy 
Density F~nction, Uzkan (51) 
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Figure 37. Scattering Particle Size Histogram 
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Figure 38. Weir Flow Meter Calibration Curve 
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Figure 39. Macrqmolecule Rotating 
in a Simple Shear Field 
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Figure 40. Intrinsic Viscosity [11] Extrapolation 
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